Increase Delivery Speed &
Efficiency with DevOpsIgnite
K EY B E N E F I TS
Driving Competitive Advantage Through
High-Performing IT
Ensuring your company can keep up with the speed and pace of a competitive
marketplace is no easy task. IT departments must be able to quickly build,
test and release entirely new applications while implementing new features

› Increase transparency and

communication between
development and operations
› Improve speed to market

and troubleshooting issues, all with speed and efficiency.

› Establish a stronger testing and

This constant demand strains your company’s ability to provision, configure

› Manage environments

and scale applications and infrastructure components that comprise your
enterprise software products.

deployment governance

more efficiently
› Discover possible cost savings with

Companies that effectively practice DevOps understand that it’s about more
than just technology: It’s about aligning business strategy, vision and priorities
to improve collaboration within your teams. But how do you implement
DevOps within your organization?

The Path to Increased Delivery Speed and Efficiency
DevOpsIgnite from AgileThought provides a one-week assessment that gives

a combination of on-premises and
cloud resource recommendations
› Receive suggestions on toolset

options based on the needs of your
organization
› Improve quality practices that help

identify defects early in the
development cycle

you strategic guidance and a customized action plan to successfully implement
DevOps. It focuses on three areas:

UNDERSTAND & ANALYZE

ORGANIZE

90-DAY ACTION PLAN

› Interview Stakeholders,
Development Managers,
Product Owners

› Socialize Plan

› Walk-through Proposed
Implementation Plan

› Observe Current Methods
& Practices

› Assign Roles & Responsibilities
› Create Kanban Board

› Detail Actionable Steps
› Establish Key Success Metrics

› Co-Piloting, Coaching
& Shadowing

The personalized assessment, coupled with a comprehensive 90-Day Attack Plan,
gives your organization the perfect start to delivering real business value!
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